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Flow Chart                                                 Macro Structure      

21. Surah Al Anbiyaa (The Prophets) Verses: 112;     Makki;   Paragraphs: 8 

 

 

Main Themes:  

 This Surah discusses the     
conflict between the Holy 
Prophet and the chiefs of 

Makkah, which was extensive at 
the time of its Revelation and 
answers those objections and 
doubts which were being put 

forward concerning his Prophet 
Hood and the Ethics 

of Tawhid and the Hereafter. The 
chiefs of Makkah have also been 

criticized for their plotting 
against the Holy Prophet and 

warned of the evil consequences 
of their wicked activities. They 
have been cautioned to give up 

their carelessness that they were 
showing about the Message. At 
the end of the Surah, they have 
been told that the person whom 

they considered to be a   
"distress and affliction" had in 

reality come to them as a 
blessing. 

Paragraph 1: 

 V 1-15 

The objection of the 
disbelievers that a human 

being could not be a 
Messenger and therefore 

they could not accept 
Muhammad pbuh as a 

Prophet has been 
disproved. 

Paragraph 2:            
V 16-29 

Holy prophet pbuh 
last prophet, Quran 

Last book and 
message of Tawhid, 

disapproval of 
shirk.  

Paragraph 3:               
V 30-41 

The main cause of the 
conflict between the 
disbelievers and the 
Holy Prophet pbuh 
was their insistence 

on the code 
of shirks and 

resentment to the 
Rule of Tawhid. So 

the principle 
of skirk has been 

disproved and the 
Guideline 

of Tawhid reinforced 
by substantial and 
impressive though 
brief arguments. 

Paragraph 4: V 42-
47 

Warnings to 
disbelievers for not 

accepting the 
message of Tawhid. 

Paragraph 5: V 
48-50 

Torat and Quran 
are from Allah 
swt and give 

similar message 
of Tawhid. 

Paragraph 6:    
V 51-93 

History of 
Prophets and 
message of all 
Prophets as. 

(*See details 
above) 

Paragraph 7:            

V 94-106: Those 

who follow the 

Right Way will 

come out 

successful in the 

final judgment of 

God and those 

who discard it shall 

meet with the 

worst 

consequences. 

 

 

Paragraph 8:  V 107-112: 

The people have been told 

that it is a great favour of 

Allah that He has sent His 

Messenger to inform them 

beforehand of this Reality.  
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Period of Revelation: Both the subject matter and the style of the Surah indicate that it was 
sent down in the third stage of the life of the Holy Prophet pbuh at Makkah. 

History of prophet and responsibilities of prophet hood: Paragraph 6 Details; 

Story of Ibrahim as: 50-71 

Story of Ishaq & Yaqoub as: 72-73 

Story of Lut as: 74-75 

Story of Nuh as: 76-77 

Story of Suleman & Dawood as: 78-82 

Story of Ayoub as: 83-84 

Story of Ismaeel, Idrees & zilkefel as: 85-86 

Story of Younis as: 87-88 

Story of Zakriya & Yahiya as: 89-90 

Story of Maryam & Isa as: 91 

All Prophets AS gave same message of Tawhid. 92-93 

Holy Prophet Pbuh: 107 

 

 

 

 

 

 


